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WELCOME TO BRITANNICA® DIGITAL LEARNING

The Best Spanish-language Digital Resource for your
Research Needs
Congratulations on your decision to use Britannica Moderna, a comprehensive collection
of spanish-language resources perfect for all of your research needs. You’ll have access to
thousands of articles, dictionaries, multimedia assets and much more, all from one easyto-use site!
®

We have prepared the following user guide to help you start using Britannica Moderna.
If you prefer, we also offer free online training sessions for all subscribers. One of our
customer service specialists will guide you through the site and answer any
questions you may have. Please visit britannicalearn.com for more
information about these sessions.
Please feel free to contact us anytime if you have any questions.
Best regards,
Equipo Britannica
Encyclopædia Britannica, Inc.
325 N. LaSalle St., Suite 200
Chicago, IL 60654
(+1) 312 347 7000
contact@eb.com | britannicalearn.com

Welcome to Britannica® Moderna
Type a word or phrase into the search box at the top of the page

HOMEPAGE

You can also search
alphabetically, browse
through biographies
of prominent figures,
check out the video
library or use the
Atlas del Mundo
(World Atlas) to
explore different
regions of the world.

The Video de interés
section shows a new
video every time you
refresh the homepage.

The Artículos
Actualizados section
will allow you to
see the list of newly
added and reviewed
articles in the site.

See the latest news
from the BBC Mundo
newsfeed.
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Britannica
Search Results Page
SEARCH

Begin a new search here.
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Click on the article
title to further
explore the results
of your search.

Articles Page

EL ARTÍCULO

The article text appears in
the center of the page. The
hyperlinks within the article
will take you to other related
Britannica content.

Find pictures and other
related media assets in the
sidebar of the article. Click
each one individually to
maximize it.

Correctly formatted citations
are conveniently located at the
bottom of each article page.
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ATLAS DEL MUNDO

Atlas del mundo (World Atlas)
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Click on any continent or type in the name of a country from the Home Page.
Click on the map to learn more about a specific country.

Once you click on a country a summary will appear with the option to read the complete article.

This section will allow you to see newly added and updated articles within the site.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

New and Updated Articles

Mi investigación (or My Research)
Save your favorite Britannica Moderna content in the Mi Investigación section. You can take notes,
personalize and share content with other users.
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